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2.4m FAST FORM WALL SYSTEM
SINGLE SIDED

 CROSS−SECTION VIEW
SCALE 1:20
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2x concrete bolts for each
upright and prop’s support

fast form 2.4m wall system

18mm plywood

IMPORTANT NOTES:

minimum thickness and strength of concrete 
blinding for installation of concrete bolts is 
specified in the manufacturer’s technical 
approval and installation guides. all bolts to 
be tightened with a 110v impact wrench!

plywood to be min. 18mm exterior structural 
grade.

position the plywood joints to fall on centre 
of the uprights and horizontal joining members.

plywood to be fixed to the uprights and 
horizontal joining members from the back with 
25mm wood screws using all available holes.

apply concrete release agent / mould oil to 
face of plywood prior to pouring concrete.

concrete to be poured and compacted in max. 
1000mm thick layers per hour. 

correct positioning of the props is essential 
for the formwork to resist concrete pressure!
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IMPORTANT:
all concrete holding down bolts to 
be installed according to the 
manufacturer technical approval 
and installation guides and into 
structurally sound concrete to 
ensure a secure fixing.

IMPORTANT:
consult your Temporary Works Department 
before using this design for construction.

IMPORTANT:
costumer is to ensure that during pour operations concrete is 
placed in an even manner preventing the imbalance of any 
forces. concrete placement is to be controlled to avoid adverse 
forces from heaping, surge and impact. 

LEGAL NOTICE:

Fast Form ™ is the Trade Mark of Fast-Form Systems Ltd and all 
designs are copyright and intellectual property of Fast-Form Systems 
Ltd and may not be reproduced or used without permission. Fast 
Form ™ is covered by the following Patents: granted GB2508263 / 
GB2533172 Patents Pending GB 1616005.3 / GB 1506126.0 / US-
2016-0194887 / PCT W02016 / 110663 / EP 14780541.0 / PCT 
GB2014 / 052586. Copyright or Trade Mark infringements will be 
prosecuted, If you see any similar bracket in operation without our 
name on it please send us an email to info@fastformsystems.com  
we offer a reward for all successful prosecutions.

RESIDUAL RISK ASSESMENT

wherever possible, risk is designed−out 
of this project during the design 
process. where this is not possible, the 
risk will be minimised and any residual 
risk will be noted and indicated by the 
symbol.

1. special care is to be taken when work at heights is in 
progress. appropriate edge protection is to be provided. 
materials, formwork members or any objects are NOT to 
be stacked against the edge protection. site team are to 
consider the risk of falls from height whilst installing, 
dismantling and maintaining the support system and edge 
protection.  

2. all lifting operations are to be conducted by competent 
personnel only. all lifting equipment is to be inspected 
before commencing works and classified as safe to use. 
special care is to be taken when lifting operations are 
performed and equipment is to be transported over the 
working areas. all ground personnel is to be made aware 
that lifting operations are taking place.   

3. regular inspections are required to ensure integrity of 
the system is maintained. any damaged parts should be 
replaced at  the earliest opportunity. if hazard is noticed 
it must be reported to the supervisor immediately.

4. follow pour rates indicated on the drawing with 
attention to the max. design pressure and the rate of rise 
per hour.  

5. make sure concrete strength is sufficient to support its 
own weight before striking the formwork.

IMPORTANT:
tighten all tensile bolts with a suitable impact wrench !!!
tighten all concrete bolts with a 110v impact wrench !!!

IMPORTANT:
max. concrete pressure 45 kN/m

max. rate of pour 1 m/h
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